Klarius adds premium engine maintenance and service fluids to its professional quality range
Klarius Products' range of automotive maintenance products has grown with the addition of new
engine fluids. Designed for everyday use by trade professionals, the new additions include engine
flush, diesel system cleaner, petrol system cleaner and diesel particulate filter (DPF) regeneration
aid. All are formulated and manufactured in the UK, ensuring excellent cleaning and protection for
engines, fuel and emission control systems.
The needs of the professional trade are a key focus for Klarius, as UK Sales Manager James Ellison
explains: "As the UK's leading provider of aftermarket exhausts, we work with engines, fuel systems and
emission control components every day. This influences our development and ensures we can offer a
range of fluids that perform to a standard that technicians can rely on."
"Premium performance doesn't always have to translate to a high cost though. We offer highly competitive
pricing thanks to our in-house chemists, automated production lines and laboratory. Matched with our preexisting supply chain, stockists can expect next morning delivery on all orders. We also offer inclusion into
existing orders of Klarius components at no additional delivery cost."
All products in range are compliant to the latest safety and environmental standards. Each has been
designed to improve system performance and help to safeguard long term vehicle reliability. An on-site 25million-unit flexible production capacity ensures stockists have instant access to the range regardless of
order quantity. The new engine fluids join a recently launched aerosol range which includes maintenance
spray, white grease and brake cleaner, which are available with the same delivery benefits.
Product descriptions
Klarius engine flush is designed to purge harmful sludge and carbon from the engine prior to adding new
oil. Suitable for the oil systems of either petrol or diesel cars, the flush helps to stabilise cylinder
compression, extends the service life of exhaust devices, reduces emissions while lowering fuel and oil
consumption.
Petrol system cleaner removes varnish and gum from the fuel system. When added to a half full tank, the
fluid clears EGR valves and tackles carbon deposits, which helps to improve cold engine starting. Diesel
system cleaner is used in the same manner, helping to clean injectors, compression rings and valve seats.
Benefits include improved fuel economy and a reduction in emissions.
Completing the new range is DPF regeneration aid, which is formulated to allow soot burn off inside the
device at lower temperatures. This is useful for diesel vehicles that only conduct short journeys where high
regeneration temperatures aren't typically reached, it keeps the DPF filter clear to prevent clogging and
power loss.
Photo Caption: Designed for everyday use by trade professionals, the new additions include engine flush,
diesel system cleaner, petrol system cleaner and diesel particulate filter (DPF) regeneration aid.
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About Klarius Products
Klarius Products is a dedicated Emission Control Products manufacture and supply company servicing
primarily the UK and EU markets. The business supplies type approved exhausts, CATs and DPFs
designed, developed and manufactured in the UK and delivered via its own logistics operation. Klarius
Products operations are centred on the manufacturing, R&D, test track, logistics and stock facility hub
based in Cheadle in the UK.
The image(s) distributed with this press release may only be used to accompany this copy, and are
subject to copyright. Please contact DMA Europa if you wish to license the image for further use.
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Klarius Products Ltd : Paul Hannah
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